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TESTING BECUN AT HIGH-VOLTAGE HYDROGENERATOR 

Moscow SOVIET MILITARY REVIEW in English No 9, 1979 p 38 

[Text] 
GINTRATOR OF INC FUTURE ble of producing an energy of @ 

voltage sufficient for transmitting ” 

The serearciers of the Mowew over large dsteaces. Several Soviet 

Cnergy Institute have begun testing production associations hewe been 

te tust om the world ler ge heh wol- working on the problem. Their unit- 

tage hydro ge crelor «copcble of ed efforts rewlted in 4 test hydro- 

tporatag witout @ slep-up 1, anslor- gener stor capable of producing 
ae, 15000 kW under (10 kV. This ge- 

Professor Ivanov Smolensky, com- nerator was installed at the Skhod- 
menting on the experiment, pointed nenskaye Hydrcelectric Station neer 
out thal generstors of thermal end Moscow and successlully operated 

hydroelectric stations ere capable od a period of about 2,000 working 

A produci anergy operat: un- = , 
der — Ul A The y os The results obleined helped to 
which may be «countered dunng design ® large industrial generator 

transmission of power at long du- copeble of producing 104,000 kW 
tances under such @ vollege reach under 165 kV. : 

95 per cent. So to decrease the po- The greatest economic effect will 
wer loyses lnglh vollage power treny be obtained ot hydroelectric ste- 

mission lines ave wied. To this end, wens built on mounisin rivers. The 
every geversior memporstes 6 “ee *—— 2 generator = 
lep-ep trarslormer. perlect efficiency and small dimen- 

Transformers are complen instelle- Sons, Sue Genecstare SENS preenese 
fiom weighing several hundred tons 2 peony & De Saale one 
und requiring @ lege amount of wrekshayea Hydroelectric Stations. 
sere copper end tpotiel-eurpete a and esperiments 

steel. G. Petrov, Corresponding TF — or solving @ com- 

imember of the USSR Academy of ee ee ee ee 
Sooencet, suggetied thet gerersiors > an -vwoltege turbogenerators 

can do without them He supervised ond the — stations of Siberia 

theoretical researches which prowed = 
the possibility of « qenerelor cape- 

COPYRIGHT: “Soviet Military Review,” No 9, 1979 

cso: 54000 



FUELS AND RELATED RQUIPMENT 

PROGRESS REPORT ON KOMI OIL PRODUCTION 

Moscow NEFTYANIK in Russian No 8, Aug 79 pp 6-7 

[Article by A. Gumenyuk, general director of the Order of Labor Red Banner 

Association "Komineft'"] 

[Text] The half-century history of the oil and gas industry of Komi ASSR 
has been marked by numerous achievements. The first commercial crude pro- 
duction took place here, in the northern European part of the country, in 
1930. Five years later a great gas well was drilled near the village of 
Krutaya. It heralded the discovery of the first great natural gas field. 
In 1937 construction began on the first Soviet petroleum mine, where so- 
called heavy oil -- crude with truly unique properties, began to be recovered. 

Industrial Ukhta played an important role during the war. It participated in 
the supply of the army and navy and of the railroads with liquid fuel and 
lubricants. During that time more than a half million tons of crude were 
produced -- not much by today's standards, but impossible to overestimate in 
the total sense of the word of priceless tons. 

Prospecting efforts for new fields did not lead to any significant dis- 
coveries during the post-war years. The task of undertaking geological 
prospecting operations in the Timano-Pechora province had already been under- 
taken. However, ensuing events disclosed that there was no justification for 
those efforts. The Zapadno-Tebukskoye field was discovered in 1959, followed 
by the Dzh'yerskoye and Pashninskoye, Vukty.'skoye and Usinskoye, Vozeyskoye 

and Layavozhskoye and other fields. By 1977 the combined production of crude 
and gas condensate exceeded 10 million tons, and in 1978 production reached 
100 million tons after the industrial adoption of the petroleum fields of 
the republic. It is noteworthy that it toc more than 40 years to produce 
the first 50 million tons of petroleum, and the next 50 million tons were 
recovered in a seven times shorter period. such are the present growth 
rates of petroleum production. 

Shallow wells were sunk during the first 10-20 years. Well depths were only 
500-600 meters in the Chib'yuskoye field; teiay they reach 2,000 meters in 
the southern and 3,500 meters in the northei. deposits. But our technical 
capacities and our technology have expanded immeasurably in the last half- 
century. Practically all crude is now being recovered by exerting artificial 



action on the formation with water, and with steam in the Yaregskove ficld. 

We are making extensive utilization of simultaneous-separate exploitation 
of two formations with one well, hydraulic explosion of the formation and 

hot acid treatment of drilling face zones, hot gas treatment, powder 

pressure generators, treatment of drilling face zones with solvents and 
other methods of increasing production. We have completely automated 

three petroleum recovery facilities in the Dzh'yerskoye, Pashninskoye and 
Usinskoye fields. A sealed system for collecting, preparing and trans- 
porting crude and gas, using “Sputnik” units and preheater-separators, has 
heen used in all the major fields since the very beginning of their develop- 

ment. Self-contained pumping stations are used, as a rule, in the con- 

struction of the system fo: pumping water into the formation. 

The development of the oil fields will continue to advance with the applica- 

tion of the most progressive technological solutions that minimize capital 
investments in drilling and rigging. Formation pressure will continue to 
be maintained primarily by in-contour flooding. We have intentionally 

emmhasized the development of the most productive fields -- Usinskoye, 
Vozeyskoye, Yuzhno-Shapkinskoye, etc., in order to accelerate the production 

of crude. 

But techniques and technology alone cannot solve the problem. Oniy the 
diligent and competent efforts of people, equipped with advanced machinery 
and technology, can solve these difficult problems. Our team, numbering in 
the thousands, is made up of exactly these kind of people. They deserve the 
credit for relentless expansion, and they transformed the once lifeless 
fronticr of the Russian government. 

According to the results of the All-Union Socialist Competition, in which 

teams of the leading professions of the USSR Ministry of the Oi] Industry 
are participating, the winners include six teams of the "Komineft'" associa- 
tion. 

The title "Superior Minnefteprom [Ministry of the Oil Industry] Drilling 
Team" was awarded to Svyatoslav Vasil'yevich Melekhin's team of drilling 

operations administration No. 2. Working in the Vozeyskoye oil field, this 
team achieved a record sink in deep well drilling. Last year the drillers 
passed through 13,129 meters of rock at a commercial rate of 1,443 meters 
per rig per month. S. V. Melekhin's young komsomol team was the first team 
of the association to begin working on the last year of the 5-year period. 
Drillers of the young komsomol team of Nikolay Nikolayevich Dobryakov -- 
student and long-time competitor of S. V. Melekhin -- reported soon after- 
ward, in March of this year, .the fulfillment of the 4-year quota. The 
leading drilling crews were spurred on by an important initiative -- to 
complete the 5-year quota by the 110th anniversary of V. I. Lenin's birth. 

The leading crews of the "Tebu\neft'" petroleum administration are also 
among the superior teams. The second cash prize was awarded to foreman 
Bh. M Smirnov's underground well repair crew, which repaired 142 wells in 
| year, reducing the average repair time by 8.33 hours. Third prizes were 



awarded to M. M. Lavrishko's underground well repair «rew, to foreman V. V. 

Malyshe y's team for the production of crude and gas, 1d to A. A. Bozhko's 
crew of the rig assembly administration. 

Most of all the petroleum produced by the association presently comes from 
the northern ficlds of Komi ASSR. Urilling capacities are increasing 
rapidly there, the material base is being strengthened, new drilling teams 

are constantly being organized and work settlements are being built for 
them. Wireless communications is being established with the aid of aviators 
with many regions of the country, from which drillers come t» work in the 

Usinskoye and Vozeyskoye fields. 

Success in the adoption of new fields in such inaccessible regions, con- 
tinued growth of petroleum production volumes and of drilling operations 
would be impossible without constant reinforcement of th. “rear.” Dozens 
of high rise buildings, day care centers, cafeterias and stores have been 

built in Usinsk. A large panel housing construction plant is in operation 
and producing, construction mechanization, transportation and supply bases 
are in the completion stage. The oilmen and drillers have begun building 
their own bases. ° 

Until recently freight for the Usinsk industrial center was hauled from 
Pechora, 200-250 kilometers away. Now freight is shipped to Usador station, 
on the bank of the Usa River, on rail cars. The Synya-Usinsk railroad (a 
branch of the Kotlas-Vorkuta line) has already reached there. This shortens 
the delivery of equipment and materials and substantially facilitates the 
delivery of all necessary supplies to the builders, drillers and producers. 
llowever, by no means all problems are solved. In particular, a bridge has 
not yet been built across the Usa River. Consequently freight has to be 
transferred from wheels to water, and then to trucks, which takes a lot of 

time and effort and is very wasteful. 

Unfortunately, there are many unsolved problems. Many wells are down because 
of late repairs. There is still a lot of unutilized funds. The optimum 
operating mode has not yet been worked out for all mechanized we‘ls and 
pumping water wells are being brought in at a slow rate. 

Production has been declining in recent yea’; in-.our@ld fields. This is a 
natural process, but it can be controlled. we must sbive an extremely 
difficult problem -- reduce the rate of dec! ne of yields and stabilize it 
as much as possible. The efforts of the workers and specialists of the 
"Tebukneft'" and "Voyvozhneft'" oil and gas «dministrations and of the 
"Yareganeft'" oi] mining administration ave ..med in these directions. Some 
positive results have already been achieved, but the basic work still lies 
ahead. 

Many drilling reserves remain unutilized. Shutdowns, accidents and overhead 
remain high. Well construction quality is not always satisfactory. The 
administration is still having trouble asse ,ling crews, although it has 
adopted so-called watch methods, whereby drilling crews from other regions 
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works fer a certzin cumber of days in the northern ficlds and is sent home 

for a vacation. Based on cxapericnce this ts quite an cffective method. 
lkwever, serious technical-cnginecring and cconomic work gust be donc to 

bring about its adoption on a larger scalc. 

Work in the area of capital construction requires substantial improvement. 

Our contractors from Mintyazhstroy [USSF Ministry of Heavy Machinery Manu- 

facture], Minneftegazstroy [USSR Ministry of the Gas and Petroleum Industry] 
and Minenergo [Ministry of Power] are always delaying the delivery of vital 

industrial and consumer goods and power transmission lines. Largeiy because 

of this last winter, which was an exceptionally severe one, not only indi- 
vidual wells, but entire fields (for example the permocarboniferous Jeposit 
of the Vozeyskoye ficld) lay idle. 

Another consequence of the inadequate outfitting and construction of our 
bases is the fact that the association cannot provide its enterprieses with 
complete staffs of qualified personnel or reduce their turnover. 

The fourth year of the five-year plan brought us new important problems. 

The plan calls for the production of 17.5 million tons of crude and gas con- 

densate. To cope with such an ambitious program we will have to drill through 
620,000 meters of rock, place 246 oi] wells in operation and pump 34.5 million 
cubic meters of water into the formation. A total of 296 million rubles will 
have to be spent on capital construction. The association must complete con- 
struction of and place in operation the gas compressor station in the town of 
Nizhniy Odes, pipelines in the Usinskoye and Vozeyskoye fields, four self- 
contained pumping units and nearly 200 kilometers of pipeline. We must also 
guarantee the opening of 22 kilometers of the Usa-Vozey highway and a bridge 
across the Kolva River and build 55,000 square meters of housing and various 
social and cultural facilities. The completion of all these projects will 
require a high degree of organization, order and discipline in all areas of 
economic activity. 

While we celebrate the 50th annivesary of the petroleum industry of Komi ASSR 
we clearly recognize that everything we have accomplished is just a step 
toward future accomplishments. Our association undoubtedly has a great 
future. The oilmen of the Komi republic are determined to do everything 
necessary to enable the European Arctic to increase the production of crude, 
gas and gas condensate year after year and to remain an important fuel and 
energy base of our country for many years to come. 

COPYRIGHT: Izdatel'stvo "Nedra", "Neftyanik", 1979 



FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

HOT-MINE METHOD APPLIED TO YARBGA FIELDS 

Moscow NEFTYANIK in Russian No *. “ug 79 pp 17-19 

[Article by Ye. Gurov, “Yaregane:: ~ 911 Mining Administration and V. 

Mishakov, "Komineft’" Association: Proosetion in the Petroleum Formation") 

|\Text] Well No. 62, drilled in the Yarega field by d-illing foreman 

Zinchenko, was tested in November 1952, and 2 tons of thick tarry heavy 
crude were extracted from a “eth of 200 meters. The location of test wells 
in Yarega was selected by the famous geologist and professor of the mining 
academy Ivan Nikolayevich Strizhov, who is rightly considered to be the dis- 
coverer of Yarega petroleun. 

llowever, the joy of the discovery gave way to disappointment as studies pro- 
ceeded. It turned out that the deposit of the highly viscous crude was 
buoyant, contained insignificant energy resources (the formation pressure 
was only 14 atmosphere) and contained dissolved gas. The geologists and 

Oilmen were afraid that given these geologic and commercial characteristics 
the heavy crude could not be extracted from thé Yaréga field by the 
usual procedure. These fears were confirmed by test operations. The wells 
of the third site, called the test section, each yielded only a few dozen 
kilograms of crude and quickly dried up. 

The search for new ways to develop the field was undertaken and led to the 
deveiopment of a plan fo. the construction f an oil mine in Yarega. Experi- 
ence in mining product.on of 011 deposits had been gained by then in France 
(Peshelbron), Germany (Vittse, Gadne) and o..er countries. Scientific dis- 

putes on the subject "will crude flow or not flow into mining excavations?” 
continued until the very beginning of cons‘ ction of mine shafts, the first 
of which was excavated on 11 October 1937. 

Yes, crude actually did not flow into the excavation; it oxidized on the 
walls and plugged up the filtration channels. As in the Peshelbron shafts, 
the miners could not drain the formation. The Yarega oil miners developed 
and adopted the drain well method of develoning the petroleum formation, 
which came to be called the Ukhta system. t is explained as foliows. 

From excavations dug in rocks above the formation a special underground 



drilling rig sinks clusters of wells into the petroleum formation inc 

recovers the crude from them under natural conditions. When the forma- 

tion cnergy 1s cxhausted the wells are cquipped with air lifts, compressed 

air is pumped into them and the crude that accumulates in the shaft is 
forced out into the mining excavations in this way. The pneumatic pres- 
surization also forces crude out of the cracks and cavities in the forma- 

tion into adjacent wcils 

The application of other production enhancement techniques, including flood- 
ing, did not produce positive results. The viscous oil plugged the pores in 

the sandstone so tightly that the formation became virtually impermeable to 
water. This, of course, greatly complicated development. 

The engineers, technicians and workers of the first oil mine decided to 
design a reliable system for ventilating the underground excavations to 
ensure the safe concentration of explosive gases in the mine atmosphere, to 

develop methods of sinkiag mines into a formation by blasting, to solve 
problems of wel! drilling, construction, transportation and preparation of 
the crude in the mince, develop mining cost accounting and testing pro- 
cedures, etc. 

liere are the main dates of the history of oil mine No. 1: 

1959 -- the first tons of heavy crude were recovered from the mine; 

1941 -- specially built underground dril.ing rigs were dclivered to the mine 
from Sverdlovsk. A total of 25,000 tons of Yarega crude were recovered that 

same year, 

1944 -- the first Soviet oil mine was placed in commercial operation by a 
government commission. The worojected capacity of the mine had been surpassed 
substantially by that time. Lubricants and navai fuel oils, very essential 
to the Northern fleet, were refined from the Yarega cride. 

Two more mines went into operation and continued to operate after the end of 
World War Two. 

In 1947 a group of engineers from the Ukhta combine (A. 1. Adamov, 
Ye. Ya. Yudin, S. F. Zdorov, P. 2. Zvyagin and M. M. Zotkin) were named 
State Prize laureates fo’ the development and adoption of the mine shaft 
method of developing th Yarega field. 

The so-called inclined well system was developed in the ezrly 1950's. Where- 
as in the Ukhta system surface production, lowered into the earth, was imi- 
tated, in the new system oil wells were drilled from rooms, or slopes, sunk 

into the productive formation. This substantially reduced the volume of 
excavation operations (one slope is equivalent to the development of 10-14 
hectares of o11 surface), completely eliminated the drilling of wells in 
above-for.ation rocks, the wells were located in the petroleum formation 
from well head to drilling face and had drainage surface through their 



entire length. These long (up to 250 meters) wells were drilled with 
specially designed PBS-2T drilling rigs, built at the Ukhta machinery fac- 
tory. The developers of the design, engineers A. M. Kotlyarov, A. L. 
Osipov and Ye. Ya. Yudin, cquipped the rig with a hydraulic turbine motor, 
which is safe for operation under the complex gas conditions of oii mines. 
The PBS-2T rig won a gold medal at the World Fair in Brussels. 

The adoption of the sloping well system in oil mines improved the technical- 
economic indices, but it did not change anything in relation to the solution 

of the main problem of the oilmen -- to increase the extraction of petroleum 
from the carth. 

Experiments on the final excavation of petroferous sandstone for the purpose 
of extracting petroleum from it revealed that the me*hod is feasible, the 
extraction of crude is high, but it is too expensive. Many experiments on 
the displacement of petroleum from the formation with hot water and solvents 
have been conducted, but they have not produced positive results because of 
the high degree of fracturing of the formation and tie high viscosity of the 
crude. These recovery enhancement techniques were found to embrace very 
little of a formation. 

In the late 1960's the question of the fate of oil mines became very urgent. 
The mines had exhausted their fields and petroleum production volumes were 
falling sharply. Bu. there was still oil in the rocks. 

They decided to try the thermal method. Laboratory studies, conducted by 
VNIL [All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Petroleum and Gas] and 
PechorNIPIneft' [Pechora Scientific Research and Planning Institute of 
Petroleum], demonstrated that the Yarega crude had to be heated to 100°C to 
substantially reduce its viscosity. 

Steam, which gives up its heat on condensation, thereby heating the formation 
and the oil it contains, was selected as the heat transfer agent. Steam also 
readily penetrates into pores, cavities and cracks, and the pressure drop 
that occurs as a result of primary processing of a deposit can be compensated 
by using steam. 

The very first experiments on the thermal stimulation of a petroleum forma- 
tion, conducted in 1969 in oil mines No. 1 and No. 3, confirmed the efficacy 
of the method, but victory was still far away. The first schemes for exert- 
ing thermal action on an oil formation were similar to those used by the oil- 
men on surface wells. They were five-, seven- and nine-point elements with a 
pumping well in the center. The influx of crude into the producing wells 
increased substantially, but the clogging of the wells with sand due to the 
destruction of the formation increased sharply. The wells became clogged 
with sand, an increase of steam pressure blew it into the mines and the 
steam to crude ratio was high (8 tons of steam per ton of recovered crude). 

New studies and tests were started and mistakes were corrected, with the 
result that the hot shaft oil mining technology was developed and adopted in 



Yarega oil mines. The USSR State Committee on Inventions and Discoveries 

recognized this method as an invention and issued patents to the group of 
engineers and scientists who developed the hot mine technology: chief of 
the oil mining administration P. G. Voronin, senior engineer Ye. I. Gurov, 
senior geologist V. S. Sukrushev, branch chiefs V. S. Zubkov, G. G. Miller 

and N. |. Mel'nichuk, chief of oil mine No. 1 V. G. Vertiy, VNIIneft' [All- 
Union Scientific Research Institute of Petroleum and Gas] scientist V. P. 
Tabakov, chief technologist of the "Komineft'" association V. N. Mishakov 
and deputy chief of the laboratory PechorNIPIneft' L. M. Ruzin. The hot 
mine technology received recognition in foreign countries also. The United 
States and Canadian patent >ffices issued patent certificates on this 
technology. 

The hot mine method is a thermal procedure for stimulating a formation under 
Oil mining conditions. In accordance with this technoiogy sloping shafts, 
at the end of which there is a drilling room, are sunk into the bottom of 
the formation. Wells are drilled upward from the drilling room, and crude, 
water and sand are collecte. in these wells. They roll, so to speak, down 
the well, and this solves the problem of sand plugs. 

Steam is forced into the formation through special wells or from above- 
formation excavations, or from rooms in the formation itself. 

Another advantage of the hot mine method is the fact that it is possible to 
drill a dense network of both producing and steam pumping wells, which pro- 
vides extensive coverage of the oil producing surface, permits rapid heating 
and dynamic extraction of the heated and therefore more mobile crude from 
the pumping wells into the producing wells. 

In 1972 the oil mines converted entirely to the new technology and heavy 

crude production rates have been increasing steadily ever since. 

The annual economic effect of the commercial adoption of the hot mine pro- 
cess in the Yarega field is 2 million rubles. 

What does the future hold in store for the Yarega oil mines? 

Right now they are being reoutfitted. New boilers are being built and placed 
in operation, obsolete elevators are being replaced, underground techno- 
logical complexes are being expanded and surface and underground steam pines 
are being installed. A large new ventilation system, which will help to 
increase crude production rates, will be placed in operation at oil well 
No. 2 this year. 

The crude production rate in the Yarega field will be increased further by 
expanding existing mines and by constructing new highly mechanized and auto- 
mated producing mines, where machines will do the hardest jobs. The "Komi- 
neft''' association is already working on the completion of this program. 



In 1980 the "Shakhtspetsstroy" trust of Moscow will begin sinking a new 
ventilation shaft at oil mine No. 1, which will double the productivity of 

the minc. After that oil mine No. 2 will undergo the same reconstruction. 

The PechorNIPIreft' Institute is finishing work on the technic. .-economic 
substantiation of the development of the Yarega field, which calls for the 
construction of new mine shafts with the appropriate surface and underground 
technological complexes, large boiler installations, hundreds of kilometers 

of plumbing, etc. 

We will deliver the new oil mines to enterprises equipped with the latest 
mining machinery, featuring a high degree of mechanization and automation 
of operations, from the sinking of mine shafts to rhe recovery of crude from 
underground wells. 

COPYRIGHT: Izdatel'stvo "Nedra", "Neftyanik", 1979 
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FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

PECHORNIPINEFT’ REVIEWS ACHIEVEMENTS IN SIBERIAN OIL PRODUCTION 

Moscow NEFTYANIK in Russian No 8, Aug 79 pp 19-21 

[Article by F. Cherepanov, Director of PechorNIPIneft' and V. Leshchenko, 
Deputy Director of PechorNIPIneft': "PechorNIPIneft' Yesterday, Today and 
Tomorrc~w"] 

[Text] In October 1937 a large design-research department, assigned the 
task of planning the outfitting of the Chib'yuskoye field and of drafting 

plans for the development of the Yarega field by the mining method, was 
developed on the basis of scattered planning offices and groups of various 
enterprises of the Ukhta combine. Eventually, as new oil and gas fields 
were discovered and 011 and gas production and refining rates increased, 
this department grew and acquired new names: planning-research office, 
planning office of the "Pechorproyekt" institute and Pechorneftegazproyekt 

planning institute of the oil and gas industry. In 1970 the Pechorneftegaz- 
proyekt planning institute, like many other territorial institutions of the 
industry, was transformed into a scientific research and planning institute 
and was renamed PechorNIiPIneft' [Pechora Scientific Research and Planning 

Institute of Petroleum]. 

Up until 1970 the institute worked only on planning problems, providing a 
variety of planning documents for all organizations of the Ukhta industrial 
center. Not only oil wells, but also oil mines, oil and gas refineries, gas 
production and transportation and carbon black production facilities were 
built on its blueprints. A great deal of planning work has been done on the 
construction of the cities of Ukhta and Sosnogorsk, housing complexes in the 
oil fields, transportation, power and agricultural facilities. 

The transformation of the Pechorneftegazproyekt planning institute to the 
PechorNIPIneft' scientific research and planning institute and its takeover 
of the "Komineft'" association coincided with the begiiming of the adoption 
of new oil fields in the northern regions of the Timanw-Pechora province, 
which brought about considerable changes in both the cheracter and the 
operating conditions of the oil industry of the republic. Tic rates of 
adoption and development of oil fields increased, capital investments 
increased substantially and strict completion dead!ines were established. 
The workload on the institute increased proportionately sharply. Be that as 



it mery, the institute, intimately familiar with the new regions, found out 

that under the conditions of the Arctic, in the crue] climatic and geo- 

graphic situation that exists there, it is not always possible or desirable 
to use existing principles of the deployment of the facilities of oil 

fields, industrial bases and housing complexes, traditional technical and 
technological solutions in relation to the development of oi] fields, 
organization of oi] and gas collection, processing and transportation 
systems. Therefore the "Komineft'" association and the institute took 
measures to cstablish new scientific subdivisions and to organize efforts to 
investigate the fields and conditions of the new regions. 

The staff of the institute was capable of handling their assignments. Such 
important scientific and planning projects as the plan cf development of the 
oil industry of Komi ASSR, technological plans of the development and out- 
fitting of the Usinskoye and Vozeyskoye fields, constriction plans for the 

Usa-Ukhta, Ukhta-Yaroslavl' (extended) and Vozey-Usa oil pipelines, blue- 
prints of a whole complex of industrial bases, highways, power generation, 
agricultural and other facilities and installations, vital to the new 
petroleum producing enterprises, were prepared in a comparatively short time. 
Usinsk was built on the institute's blueprints. 

Along with managing its increasing workload the institute also established 
and developed new scientific subdivisions, the main activities of which 
include the following: 

determination of the areas of geological prospecting operations within the 
jurisdiction of the "Komineft'" association; 

research on effective methods of increasing crude yields; 

pecfection of drilling technology and machinery; 

research on effective methods of developing heavy crude deposits; 

reSéaici On economically sound mining methods of.developing oil fields and 
technological systems for extracting crude from rocks from outside of the 
formation; 

geocryolcgic exploration of oil fields in permafrost regions, and development 
of recommendations on the construction of oil producing facilities under these 
conditions; 

solution of problems on the collection and transportation of crudes with 
anomalous rheological properties. 

These are all urgent projects. Scientific developments connected with them 
are used, as a rule, in plans. The institute's staff systematically ful- 
fills subject-related plans of projects and provides consumers with 
scientific and planning developments. The institute provides a considerable 
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amount of assistance in these matters by virtue of the fact that it has 
assembled good staffs and has a favorable combination of young and old 
experts, although some of its subdivisions need people with more experi- 
ence in scientific research and planning. 

Our veterans, who have been working at the institute for 25 years and 
longer, truly represent a gold mine. They include A. M. Grachev, A. A. 
Dolgev, Ye. I. Novopavlovskiy, V. M. Tyusheva, V. V. Khalturin, A. K. 
Yukhno (he has been working at the institute since the day it was founded). 

These veterans of labor are not only remarkable workers and great experts in 
their fields, but they also are eager and generous teachers and sponsors of 
young people who are just entering their careers. The institute's staff has 

become considerably younger in recent years. More than half of its members 
are 35 years of age and younger. Nevertheless, many of them have acquired 
good experience already and are doing work on a high scientific-technical 
level. They include section chiefs V. F. Buslayev and V. P. Nikiforov, 

chief planning engineer L. G. Yel'kin, laboratory chief A. A. Vladimirov, 
senior scientist V. N. Sheshukov and group supervisors V. N. Artyukhov and 
A. A. Iovlev. These and many other young people have earned great respect 
from their colleagues. 

Many industrial, scientific research and planning organizations of Minnefte- 
prom [Ministry of the Oil Industry] and other departments have rendered 
invaluable assistance in the timely and high-quality ccmpletion of scientific 
research and planning developments of PechorNIPIneft'. We have developed 
close and permanent relations with VNII [All-Union Scientific Research 
Institute of Petroleum and Gas], VNIIBT [All-Union Scientific Research 
Institute for Drilling Techniques], IGiRGi [Institute of Geology and Develop- 
ment of Mineral Fuels], Giprovostokneft'|State Institute for Planning and 
Research in the Petioleum Production Industry], Giprotyumenneftegaz, 
VNIISPTneft' [not further identified], BashNIPIneft', KazNIPIneft’', 
VNIilgazpererabotka [not further identified], Nllosnovaniy [Scientific 
Research Institute of Foundations and Underground Structures] (northern 
department), with whose cooperation many important tasks are being completed. 
These institutes have also helped us enormously in the training of specialists 
in new scientific fields. 

At the same time our institute is actively engaged in work for other petro- 
leum regions. For example, we developed a plan for an experimental oil mine 
for Azneft', are engaged in scientific and planning work for Azerbaijan and 
Tatar on the development of demonstration plants for the out-of-formation 
extraction of bitumens and heavy crudes from rocks, etc. 

The PechorNIPIneft' staff is actively engaged in socialist competition with 
the native institutions Giprotyumenneftegaz, KazNIPIneft' and PermNIPineft'. 
Every year representatives of these institutions publish the results of 
competition and provide information on a wide range of problems. 
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During the last 2 years of the 10th Five-Year Plan the staff of the 
institute, along with the staffs of other organizations, will be called 
upon to solve difficult and important problems in connection with the 
future development of the oil industry, especially under the difficult and 
severe conditions of the Arctic, on the perfection of drilling technology 
and shortening of well drilling deadlines, on the improvement of the 
effectiveness of oil field development, morc complete utilization of 
petroleum and gas resources, research on well operation techniques on 011 
and gas collection and transportation systems that are best for our condi- 
tions. 

Particularly important here is the need to solve problems related to the 
substantial improvement of the yields of heavy crude deposits in the 
shortest possible time and the quest for reliable, technologically and 
economically most effective methods of constructing the oil industry on 
permafrost soils. 

These problems are extremely important for our oil region in connection with 
the fact that the permocarboniferous deposit of the Usinskoye field contains 
very viscous petroleum and its refining by the usual methods is neither 
effective nor economical. Therefore Minnefteprom has decided to build two 
demonstration plants over this deposit for conducting a series of experi- 
ments on the application of various thermal methods of increasing the yield 
of the petroleum formation. PechorNIPIneft', in cooperation with specialists 
from the enterprises and organizations of the "Komineft'" association, VNII 
and the "Soyuztermneft'" association, has nearly completed work on the draft 
of scientific and planning documentation on the construction of these experi- 
mental facilities. 

The construction of the demonstration plants will be expedited. Preliminary 
calculations indicate that there are good reasons to expect positive results. 
If the experiments bear this out the industrial development of the Usinskoye 
deposit will pump additional fuel resources into the economy. 

Work on the preparation and completion of experiments on the Usinskoye 
deposit will enjoy the constant attention of Minnefteprom, since this project 
is important not only for the "Komineft'" association, but for the entire 
industry as well. 

There is still another very important problem for the years ahead -- the 
search for ways and means of constructing oil industry facilities on perma- 
frost soils. Much has already been done, but the requirement of the develop- 
ing petroleum region for such research has not yet been met, and the efforts 
have not proved sufficient, basically due to the absence of test sites. 
This year alone work began on the construction north of the Vozeyskoye field 
of an experimental oil well, built entirely on permafrost soil. This site 
will be used as a test site for trying out different versions of construction 
of an industrial complex on permafrost soils. It is expected to go into 
operation in 1980. 



On the basis of expericnce in the construction and operation of this 

facility it may be possible to find more effective planning solutions on 
the development of oil fields. 

Ihe institute has a great deal of work to do in regard to the planning of 
the Usinsk construction project and other labor housing complexes. 

The institute's staff has a lot of work to do and many problems will have to 
be solved in the future. It is overfilled with de*:re to make a worthy 

contribution to the development of the petroleum industry of the Komi 
republic. 

COPYRIGHT: Izdatel'stvo "Nedra", "Neftyanik", 1979 
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FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

NEW OIL FIELDS EXPLOITED IN NORTHERN TIMANO-PECHORA PROVINCE 

Moscow NEFTYANIK in Russian No 8, Aug 79 pp 21-22 

[Article by A. Tsekhmeystryuk, Chief of Geological Department of "Komineft'" 
Association: “Oil Workers Move Northward"™] 

[Text] The first signs of big oil in northern Timano-Pechora province were 
discovered in the Usinsk test well, completed in 1962. Geophysical field 
work, done there by Yu. M. Portnov and 0. A. Fomicheva, established a deep 

geological structure favorable for the formation of oil deposits. These 
data served as the basis for extensive research, and then exploratory dril- 
ling in the Usinskoye field. 

The research turned out to be successful. In early 1968 a fountain of light 

low-sulfur oil sprang forth from Middle Devonian sandstones, tapped by well 
No. 7. The yield exceeded 650 tons a day. The well was placed in test 
operation and its first “bosses” were the Gaynutdinova husba ‘d and wife team 
and 1. Zhubrev, now veterans of the "Usinskneft'" oil and gas production 
administration. 

Attaching great national economic importance to the development of the new 
petroleum base in Komi ASSR, Gosplan USSR and the Ministry of the Petroleum 
industry resolved in 1969 to speed up the adonrtion of the northern fields of 
Timano-Pechora province and construction of the Usa-Ukhta-Yaroslavl' 011 
pipeline. Priority was given to the Usinskoye oil field, where the "Usinsk- 
neft'' NGDU [Oil and gas production installation] had already been built in 
1972. 

By then it had been established by exploratory drilling that the field was a 
multiformation system and contains different grades of petroleum. The massive 
dome deposit of petroleum in carbonate rocks, porous-cavernous and fractured 
reservoirs of the Lower Permian, of Carboniferous age, contain heavy, highly 
viscous, highly resinous and sulfurous and practically paraffin-free crude. 
The oil deposit in Middle Devonian sandstone is confined to terrigenous 
porous reservoirs, developed only in the eastern limb, in the vault part of 
the structure and on its northern pericline. The oil there is light, 
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acdium-sulfurous, high-paraffin and low-tar with a high yicld of benzene 

fractions. 

The industrial development of the Usinshoye field began in 1973 with the 
recovery of crude from the Middle Devonian deposit, for which the oilmen, 
throu,h their own cfforts, built in the middle of the year a temporary 
pumping station and temporary power plant. Ten wells were placed in opera- 

tion. The total capacity of these wells exceeded 3,000 tons of crude per 
day, which made it possible to begin filling the oil pipeline with Usinsk 
petroleum. The drilling crews of V. Dubrovskiy and B. Gorshkov of the 
capital repairs brigade, whe brought in wells No. 100 and 101, oi] produc- 
tion operator N. Golikov, wider whose supervision and with whose active 
participation well No. 28 was placed in operation, electrician I. Serdyub, 
who installed the electrical machinery and placed a temporary diese! power 

plant and pumping station in operation, shift chief of TsITS [not further 
identified] A. Alashnikov, under whose supervision all work on the industrial 

collection and pumping of oi11 was done from start to finish, performed with 

particular distinction. 

Since that time the slogan "Get Usinsk o11!" has taken on re wd visible 

meaning. 

it was established by geologic and geophysical studies that a vo... anti- 
clinal uplift -- the Vozeyskoye, extends northward from the Usinskoye ficld 
on an extension of the regional Kolvinskoye arch. 

Data from field studies on this new structure were generalized by A. |. 
Ivanova, F. I. Snisar' and A. L. Kokoshko and became the foundation of a 
plan for exploratory drilling in the Vozeyskoye site, which was undertaken 
in 1969 and turned out to be extremely effective. A small deposit of oil 
was discovered in 1971 in carbonate rocks of the Famenskiy stage of the Upper 
Devonian, and an oil deposit was discovered in 1972 in the northern part of 
the structure, confined to terrigenous depositions of the Zhivetskiy stage 
of the Middle Devonian. The year 1975 was marked by the discovery of three 
new oil deposits: two confined to Middle Devonian sandstones on the southern 
pericline and in the center of the structure, and a permocarboniferous 
deposit, confined to the vault part of the uplift. 

beep exploratory drilling in the Vozeyskoye field was conducted under the 
supervision of V. A. Pagradov, S. A. Dyusushe, Yu. A. Rassokhin and A. S. 
Golovan'. The decision was made in 1974 to begin experimental industrial 
operation of the southern Middle Devonian deposit of the field without 
waiting for the completion of its prospecting. And in 1975 the deposit pro- 
duced the first 100,000 tons of crude. 

The permocarboniferous and southern Middle Devonian deposits have now been 
prospected in the Vozeyskoye field. The permocarboniferous deposit is con- 
fined to a carbonate massive with primarily porous and porous-cavernous 
reservoirs and is a type of arch stratified massive. The southern Middle 
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lfevonian deposit is confined to terrigenous porous reservoirs of the 

chivetshiy stage and is a type of structurally stratographic formation. 

The systematic development of the Usinskoye Middle Devonian deposit and 
Vozeyskoye southerm Middle Devonian deposit produced in the first ycar of 

the 10th Five-Year Plan more than 3.5 million tons of crude in the northern 
part of the republic, and almost 1.5 times more petrolcum was recovered 

from the northern deposits in 1977, when the permocarboniferous deposits 
began to yicid petroleum, than from the southern ficlds of the Timano- 

rechora province. 

in 1978 the oil fields of the province vielded the 100 millionth ton of 
petroleum and made a weighty contribution, nearly 34 million tons, to the 
total production of the northern oil fields, which have been in operation 

for less than a decade. 

Most of the southern fields of the pro-ince are in the final stage of 
development, and their yields continue to decline. The southern regions 
have been quite thoroughly analyzed, and no new discoveries are expected 
there. At the same time the contribution of the northern fields to the total 
production shows a stable tendency to increase. By the end of the 10th Five- 
Year Plan the yield of oil from the northern fields shculd be two-thirds of 
the total production volume of the province and will increase in the future, 
both in absolute and in relative terms by virtue of the introduction of new 

deposits in known and new fields. 

The northern oi1 deposits in the Vozeyskoye field, confined to terrigenous 
scdiments of the Middle Devonian, will be the first to be developed. In 1980 
it will undergo experimental industrial operation. Crude will flow to 
southern plants of the Vozeyskoye field and from there to Usinsk through a 
pipeline, which will be completed that year. 

Then the Khar'yaginskoye field, located on the northern ex\ension of the 
Kolvinskiy megarch, 20-25 kilometers north of the Vozeyskoye field, will 
begin to be placed in operation. This field is still being prospected, but 
011 deposits have already been discovered in it in sandstones of the 
Kungurskiy stage of the Lower Permian, in terrigenous sediments of the Middle 
Devonian and Riffian formations of the Franskiy stage of the Upper 
Devonian. Five productive wells, which during tests produced fountains of 
up to 630 cubic meters a day, have been drilled there. However, the develop- 
mont of the Khar'yaginskoye field will require the solution of difficult 
technical problems, related to the production and transporta‘ion of paraffin 
crude. The paraffin concentration ir the crude from the Middle Devonian 
deposits exceeds 20% and ranges up %o 14% in the crude from ‘he Piffian 
deposit. 

The promise of 011 production in northern Timano-Pechora province is not 
limited to these two fields. Within the Shapkino-Yur'yaginskiy arch, 
located west of the Kolvinskiy megarch, there are known to exist the 
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. wd Pashshorshoye fields, and in 

the Sorokin arch, located in the northeastern part of the province, the 
Varandeyskoye, Toraveyskoye, Yuzhno-Toraveyskoye and Labaganskoye fields are 

juzhno-Shaphinskhoyce, Veriknne-Grubeshorsaoye 

° — " 
nec inge prospectcc. 

fhe solution of problems related to the development of gas condensate fields 
of Nar'yanmarskiy rayon, some of which have petroleum margins and beds, will 

be of enormous national economic importance. ‘fhese include primarily the 
Vancyvisshoye and Layavyorhskoye fields. 

\mong tic most important problems related to the development of the petro- 

lcum resources of northern Timano-Pechora province is the development of 
heavy oil fields. The first tests are being conducted in the permocarboni f- 

crous deposit of the Usinskoye ficld, which is alrecdy producing more than 
600 tons of crude every day. According to calculati:ms the opening of steam 

generator plants and the development of in situ combustion centers (VPOG) 
will make it possible to increase the petroleum production volumes of this 
deposit, and the experience gained can be applied to proven deposits of the 
ame type, for cxample the Padimeyskoye field, located in Vorkutinskiy rayon. 

By exploiting the northern promising regions of the Timano-Pechora province 
the "Komineft'" association will further increase petroleum and gas conden- 

Sate production rates. 

COPYRIGHT: Izdatel'stvo "Nedra", "Neftyanik", 1979 



FUELS AND RELATED S.UIPMENT 

EXIBASTUZ COAL COMPLEX PROBLEMS CITED 

Moscow EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA in Pussian No 38, Sep 79 p 15 

L article: "Help Needed”! 

| Text | This year the collective of the Ekibastuzshakhtstroy Combine 

together with miners from the Ekibastuzugol’ Production Association are 
completing construction of the Bogatyr’ oper pit mine, the largest in our 
country. It is necessary to introduce its ninth phase, after which the 
open pit will reach the planned preductivity of 5° aillion tons of coal 
per year. 

The ninth phase consists of 111 different rrojects. The complexity of 
the task is in that it is necessary to work at the operating enterprise 

without bringing it to a halt, 

The builders anc miners have pledged to introduce the new capacities by 
December, At the beginning of the year they organized a combined 
competition of the cooperating workers following the “Worker's Relay” 
method, All this at first made it possible to achieve success, How- 
ever at a number of projects by the middle of the year things took a 
turn for the worse. 

Railroad lines within the quarry are being built poorly. The brigades 
of railroad men A. Zoguli, V. Petrovskiy and others, which took on in- 
creased pledges and were ready to turn over the projects ahead of 
schedule, are standing idle. The building of the IZP-35, the ballast 
Quarry, has been delayed, The causes of the lag at these anid other pro- 
jects are because in the contract for the combined competition of the 
cooperating workers it was “forgotten” to include the collectives of 
the supplier-enterprises and up to now contacts have not been established 
with them, As a result the Novokugnetsk Metallurgical Combine did not 
supply on time 440 tons of rails of the R-50 type, and the Uzbekgidroenergo- 
stroy Trust held back the shipment of 367 cubic meters of prefabricated 
reinforced concrete for the electric power line supports. The delivery 
of foundation slabs for the [ZP-35 supports from Frunze is promised only 
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FUELS AND RELATED B.UIPMENT 

ARMTRANSGAZ WORKING ON GAS STORAGE PROBLEMS 

Yerevan KOMMUNIST in Russian 2 Sep 79 p 1 

| Article by R. Asatryan, director of the Armtransgaz Production Association: 
“According to All Indicators" | 

[ Text | For each of us today gas has become a customary type of fuel. But 

only the specialists know that characteristic for gas consumption is a 
clearly expressed inequality, comditioned by many phenomena: whether it 
is winter outside or summer, whether it is raining or the sun is shining, 
what the tenor of life is in the village or settlement, how production 
is set up. In this connection the role of underground gas stomge 
facilities is growing immeasurably for solution of the probiem of 
uninterrupted delivery of gas for industrial and municipal and domestic 
consumers, 

A reliable system of regulating gas supply in the republic is being 
realized not only through expansion of underground storage facilities, 
but also by the creation of local sources of gas supply, such as 
experimental-industrial complexes for receiving, compressing, storing 
and regasifying natural gas. Construction of such a unique complex, and 
also of an experimental pipeline with the use of cryogenic technology has 
no precedent in the practice of domestic industry. Realization of these 
plans in the Armtransgaz Association indicates the growing opportunities 
for the republic's gas producers, it is a guarantee of a further rise in 
the effectiveness and reliability of gas supply in the Armenian SSR, 

The collectives of the subordinate production subdivisions of the 
Armtransgaz Association, having developed widely the socialist competi- 
tion, have attained new remarkable success on the eve of the Day for 
Workers in the 011 and Sas Industry. According to the results of work 
during the second quarter the association's collective was awarded third 
prize of the UsSR Ministry of the Gas Industry and the central committee 
of the sector's: trade union. In the first six months the gas transport 
p.an was fulfilled by 102.2 percent. 

Owing to the reduction of normative losses and the expenditure of gas for 
in-houne needs there was a saving of 14 million cubic meters. Thanks 
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to the introduction of new equipment and means of automation, and 

to the improvement of administration the prime cost of transporting gas 
Was reduced by 14 percent. 

An example of a thrifty approach to the matter is shown by our experienced 

gas workers: compressor operator V, Aydinyan, gas distribution plant 
operator in Ararat ¥. Gevorkyan, pipe-layer at the Spitak Line Operstions 
Service K, Ayrapetyan, service man at the cluster base for compressed 
gas G. Ayrapetyan, electrowelder in the mobile mechanized column 

S. Ambartsumyan, and driller S. Sargsyan. Today their methods of work 
are an orientation point for the whole collective. 

10908 
CSO: 1822 
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FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

MARCHUK OUTLINES DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR SIBERIA 

Tallin SOVETSKAYA ESTONIYA in Russian 5 Sep 79 p 3 

| article by G. Marchuk, academician, vice president of the USSR Acadeny 
of Sciences, chairman of the Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, Hero of Socialist labor: "The ‘Sibir'’ Progran”] 

[Text] "The axis of the earth has been displaced. 
Asia has arisen: The names of the cities in the 
tundra or taiga, the foothills of Altay or on the 
Baikal, in Kazakhstan or on the Caspian Sea for 
the younger genea ation sound just as usual as 
London, Paris, Berlin... The plan will become 
a document that is just as everyday as, let us 
say, the multiplication table... And the centers 
of world competition, the stock exchanges will 
listen in terror to the ticking of machines, 
tapping out data about the price quotations of me- 
tals and machine tools, produced by the industrial 
giants of Siberia,” it was written in the book 
“Grain Fields and 011 Fields,” by the French 
publicist Paul Vaillant-Couturier, who visited 
Siberia in 1929. Prophetic words: 

At that time the first five-year plan of the USSR began. Now the tonth 
is being completed, In these 50 years Siberia has changed beyond recog- 

nition, Its industrial production has increased ten-fold. In 1960 
Siberia and the Far East will produce half of the Soviet oil and gas 
condensate, 40 percent of the natural gas and coal, 30 percent of the wood, 
paper and cardboard, 20 percent of the electric power... 

The dynamism of this development, making an increasingly greater contribu- 
+4on to the Soviet and world economies, is attributed by some to the 
treasures here, which almost cry out to be taken, Everyone remembers 
the gold and diamonds discovered in Siberia in the 20th century. But 
then these and other riches have been there since time immemorial. And 
before they were given to the Soviet man, they had to be found and taken 
despite all the difficulties. 



I will recall that namely here in Siberia we have the cold pole o? 

the Northern Hemisphere (up to -71 degrees Centigrade), Over two- 
thirds of the territory is a permafrost zone (6 million square kilometers). 

Also within its domain is the Western Siberian oil and gas basin. It 

is located in the latitude of Alaska and is close to it in severe climate. 

But the average yield of wells at the oil fields there is approximately 

200 tons of oil per day against 1000-2000 and even 3000 in the Near East 

and Middle East. Hence we have much larger specific expenditures. 

Oil was first extracted here in 1959. About 1 million tons was produced 

in 1965. In 1970 over 31 million tons was produced. Such growth in 
spite of all the difficulties gave cause for hope. Western experts 

skeptically evaluated the plans approved by the 24th CPSU Congress to 

extract here in 1975 not less than 120-125 million tons of oil. But we 

extracted 148 million tons. The plan for 1980 is over 300 million tons. 
The whole growth in its extraction in the USSR during 1976-1980, and al- 
most all the growth in natural gas, aluminum, amd also to a significant 

degree the growth in the output of the energy-intensive chemical and pulp 
and paper sectors are the contribution of Siberia. 

In the five-year period our country as a whole will increase industrial 

production by 35-39 percent. Siberia will increase it by 50 percent. 
Its development at such rates and under the specific conditions (increased 
outlays of manpower and means, rediced capacity of nature for restoration) 
should be not only planned, but especially far-sighted, thoroughly well- 
founded economically and ecologically. Uncoordinated studies, not subor- 
dinate to unified goals, programs and leadership, could not produce the 
optimum, the best solutions of the whole complex of problem, 

The Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences, set up in 1957, 
coordinates and directs the efforts for the whole front of such quests 
on the scale of the huge region, utilizing more widely the target-program 
method of their organization. In 1978 it reviewed the plans of 24 pro- 
grams, projected for 2-3 five-year plans and embracing the core questions 
of rational utilization of underground resources, land, forests, and 
waters of Siberia and the Far East, the long-term aspects of development of 
territorial-procuction complexes, and economic-ecological problems of 
the formation of new industrial regions, This was 24 parts of a single 
whole--the future "Sibir'” program (its accurate title: “Complex Develop- 
ment of the Natural Kesources of Siberia"), Here is a short description of 
some of these studies, 

O11 and Gas of Western Siberia: As was noted in the speech by L,I. Bresh- 
nev to the 18th congress of the Komsomol, in a total of 10 years we have 
turned this taiga territory into the country's chief oil center, Now a 
powerful gas and chemical industry is being developed here, On the Ob' 
a territory of 1 million square kilometers (this is England, Spain and 
Italy taken together) is being economically developed and settled. 
Having boldly invested vast means, we did not make a mistake, Western 
Siberia, already producing half of Soviet o11 and a large amount of gas, 
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will in the next 10 years provide the basic increase in the extraction 
of these valuable types of fuel and raw material. A new, wtill more com 

plex stage in the development of the region has begun. Here it is 
necessary to increase the volume of all operations two-three-fold. New 
material and technical outlays and an influx of people are required. 

The goal of the program is to reinforce this base with new resources of 
useful minerals. The prospects of searches for oil in the southeast region 
have already been sulstantiated. It is planned to increase the effective- 
ness of prospecting, development and exploitation of beds, of transporting 
oil and gas over great distances. It is proposed to improve 
technologically the processing of the raw product at the Tobol’sk and Tomsk 
petrochemical combines. 

The extensive search for new deposits is promising not only in Western 
Siberia, but also in Eastern Siberia although, of course, they are 
becoming more and more difficult to reach. It is necessary to penetrate 
more and more deeply into the earth, to go further to the east, to the 
norch, to still more severe, uninhabited territories. But the accum- 
le ted know-how makes it possible to have hopes of a positive solution 
to the problems despite all the difficulties. 

Ecology, Environmental Protection in Siberia: Here, in the Urals, 
the mining and processing sectors of industry are being combined more and 
more, The growing industrial action on nature should be mtchei by 
just as large-scale measures for its protection. It is planned to fore- 
cast still better the changes in the environment taking into account the 
intensive economic development, and to work out recommendations regarding 
optimm utilization of land, forests and waters, regarding recultivation 
of the soils destroyed during the extraction of minerals. Especial atten- 
tion has been given to development of nature protection mesures under 
the conditions of permafrost, 

Here also we ca™ be guided by already accumlated know-how, We have com 
piled a nu.ber of large-scale complex programs. ‘Some of them are 
already being implemented (protection of the basin of lake Baikal, 
ecologically based development of the zone of the Baikal-Amur Main Line), 
During the recent visit to the USSR by Doctor Saburo Ikeda, an expert 
from the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis, it is not 
accidental that he noted: “Siberia exports coal, wood and metals to 
Japan... I think that another cbject worthy of export can be the know- 
how of the Siberians in nature conservation. I have been convinced 
that effective programs of environmental protection are being implemented 
in development of the eastern regions of the USSR,” 

Of course, “any problems are ahead. Many of the 24 programs which with 
time will be reduced to one common program, have only just begun to 
be formlated. For some of them, important results have already been 
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obtained, but there is much more to be done than has been done already. 

Basically the realization of the “Sibir'” program will be unfolded in 
the next five-year plan. 

Vaillant-Couturier was right when half a century ago he said that the 
plans will become documents just as common as the mltiplication table. 
Today this comparison is even more appropriate: behind their figures 

are mathematically strong calculations, covering not one, but 2-3 five- 
year plans. Comprehensive malysis of the problems, searches and 
decisions is the basis of the complex, large-scale, long-term program by 

which the future of Siberia and of our whole country is now determined. 
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TROFIMUK NOTES GOALS, SCOPE OF “SIBIR‘” PROGRAM 

Moscow SOVETSKAYA ROSSIYA in Russian 9 Aug 79 p 2 

[ article by A. Trofimk, academician, Hero of Socialist labor, first 
deputy chairman of the Siberian Department of the USSR Acaceny of 
Sciences: “Program Sibir’ |] 

| Text] The continuous search for more ideal forms of planning and 
management is accompanied in our country by an increase in te demands 
on the economic mechanism, Needed from the planning, financial and 
economic agencies today, as never before, is the ability to think on 
a large scale, to forecast the development of sectors and territories. 
In recent years complex large-scale and long-term target programs have 
been implemented, excluding the narrow departmental, sectorial approach 
to solutions of problems of the economy. Emphasized once again in the 
resolution of the CPSU Central Committee ani the USSR Council of Ministers 
“On Improvement of Planning and Increasing the Action of the Economic 
Mechanism on Increasing the Effectiveness of Production ani the Quality of 
Work” is the importance of concentration of forces ani resources on ful- 
fillment of the major state programs, and also the programs of development 
of individual regions and territorial-production complexes, 

The Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences has developed 
the long-term “Sibir'’” program directed at complex and effective use 
of natural resources of Siberia, Yakutia ani the Baikal region. This is 
the result of extensive scientific research, the goal of which is more 

intensive development of the region's productive forces, 

What are the chief problems reflected in the program? First of all 
they are connected with energy. Thisprinciple is obvious: the higher 
the availatility of energy, the higher the national income, In order to 
raise the rates of growth of industry and agriculture, it is necessary 
continuously toraise the level of provision of energy. However power 
engineering should be developed in such a way that the outlays do not 
become an excessive burden for the national economy, It is necessary to 
Select th, most effective ways of arming the national economy with energy. 
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It is known what extensive work is being conducted to master the hydro- 
resources of Siberia. The largest hydropower plants are located here, 
and they are the most economical, However the chief potential contained 
in its rivers with mabundance of water is far from fully utilized. The 
erection of high-capacity hydropower plants on this territory will be 
continued in the future, too. In particular, construction of a cascade 
of hydroelectric power plants on the Angara is being completed. This is 
an unusualriver, there is no other one like it on our planet. Nature 
has created for it a mighty natural reservoir--lake Baikal. Any power 
installation here will give the greatest output of electric power, which 
was noted even during the compilation of the GOELRO [State Plan for 
Electrification of Russia | Plan. After erection of the Boguchanskaya GES 

| hydroelectric power plant | the use of the hydroresources of the Angara 
will practically be completed. Continuing, however, is the attack on 
the Yenisey, where it is planned to build three very high-capacity hydro- 
power plants. 

Scientists will contribute in every way to mastery of the hydroresources, 
they will find the routes of their most rational utilization, directing 
especial attention to reducing to a minimum the negative consequences 
of man’s transforming activity. In what are these secondary phenomena 
manifested? Thus, during construction of the Bratskaya and the Ust'- 
llimskaya GES the floors of the future reservoirs were poorly prepared, 
amd a significant amount of high-quality timber disappeared under water. 
This brought serious damage not only to the forest and rural economy, 
but also to the reservoirs themselves, Over the course of the decade the 
artificial seas will become sick in the very lit’ral meaning of this 
word, for they will not be able to fulfill their biological functions as 
a dwelling place for fish. And then thousands of lumbermen from the 
steppe regions are going out to procure wood in the taiga. Is it not 
possible to direct them in a planned way for the clearing of future 
reservoirs?: It would not be bad to collect the soil layer and take it 
to the fields. 

Despite the construction of hydropower plants even on scales that are 
unprecedented in the world, the hydroelectric power plants still can 
cover the country’s needs for electric power by not more than 14 percent. 
This means that even before the end of the century it is necessary to 
have fossil fuel, concentrated in oil, coal, and gas. The overwhelming 
bulk of these energy sources is also located in Siberia. Every second 
ton of ofl, every third cubic meter of gas will be extracted on the fields 
of Western Siberia. 

Science has a large part in substantiating the prospects of development 
of the ofl and gas fields in Siberia. The “Oil and Gas in Western 
Siberia” Program is aimed at the creation of scientific bases for a 
sutstantial reinforcement of the country's chief of] and gas base with 
the new resources of these minerals (here the layers of the search 
are extending and going deeper into more ancient deposits--paleozoic ones). 
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The program is pursuing the goal of raising the effectiveness of 
prospecting and of transporting fuel over great distances, and 
developing technological processes of refining oil at the Tobol’sk and 
Tomsk petrochemical combines. A corresponding regional program is 
aimed at substantiating the possibility of creating a new base for 
the oil and gas extracting industry in Eastern Siberia. It envisages 
a broad spectrum of geclogical and geological-geophysical studies 
in the limits of Irkutskaya Oblast, Krasnodarskiy Kray, amd the Yakutsk 
ASSR. 

We have been spoiled by such deposits as the Samotlor, and we often re- 
gard with unjustified indifference thoseregions where the reserves 
are relatively small, But it is all a matter of comparison. When 
the very large Uralo-Povolzhskaya oil and gas province sprang up, in 
the development of which I happened to participate, it was talked about 
only in rhapsodical tones. But at first its reserves were considerably 
smaller than even in Novosibirskaya Oblast were deposits of oil were 
also discovered, however the development of them is being delayed. 

Whoever comes out against an increase in the rates of extraction of oil 
and gas even umder the plausible pretext of “concern about future 
generations,” is not taking into account the tendencies of modern power 
engineering. Until the end of the century the use of oil and specially 
of gas is the most effective method for a rapid increase in our energy 
potential. In the 2lst century we will not be faced so acutely with 
the problem of o11 and gas, since humanity will possess new sources of 
energy. In addition, we are leaving the future generations unstudied 
lands--what is the worth of the shelves alone? Under today's condi- 
tions even the best ~ystems of development insure not more than 50 
percent extraction of oil from the earth. A good half of the reserves 
remaining in the earth also will be utilized more completely and 
effectively than we can do now, 

When speaking about the energy potential, we cannot forget about the 
coal industry. Concentrated in the depths of Western Siberia is W per- 
cent of the coal available in the country. According to the "Coal 
of the Kuznetsk Basin” program scientists are working out a complex of 
problems directed at increasing the effectiveness of coal mining under 
the complicated geological and mining engineering conditions of the 
Kuznetsk Coal Basin in order to increase two-fold the mining of both power 
and coking coals, This can be attained owing to such methods as hydro- 
mining, and open pits. 

Still another important object of unionwide significance is the Kansk- 
Achinsk brown coals. Here almost on the surface are just as many minerals 
as in the whole Kugnetsk Basin. From the economic point of view this is 
the most profitable deposit. Even natural gas cannot compete with brown 
coals with respect to cost of a ton of standard fuel. The outlays for 
extraction of a ton of this do not come to more than a ruble. But the 



misfortune is that the brown coals of this basin do not tolerate 
transport and storage--spontaneous combustion begins. Consequentiy, 
science must produce a new scheme of its utilization. And then not 

a traditional one, but namely a fundamentally mew one. Opened here 
are the broad praspects of the chemical-power method of processing 
brown coals. In addition, what is especially important is that ninimuz 
damage to the environment is insured. In essence it is a matter of a waste- 
free chemical-power utilization of the coals of the Kansk-Achinsk basin. 

In the framework of the “Sibir'” Program the scientists are working on a 
complex of problems connected with providing the country with non-ferrous 
and rare metals. Being worked out with respect to this block of programs 
are the scientific bases of ascertaining the prospects of development 
the ore base of copper-nickel ores of the Noril'sk type, the copper 
ores of Udokan, and complex ores. We know how rapidly the national 
economy ‘s need for aluminum is growing. But so far no rich deposits of 
bauxites have been detected in Siberia. We have put forth this idea: 
utilize igneous rocks, the largest_deposit of which (so-called synnyrity) 
is found in the region of the BAM | Baikal-Amur Main Line], 

I want to dwell on the problems of intensification of agricultural pro- 
duction--this is also a part of the “Sibir’” super-program. At the present 
time Siberian plowed fields receive five times less nutrients per hectare 
than on the average for the USSR, This means that attainment of a sub- 
stantial increase in yield capacity, especially in grain farming, 
requires the organization of large-scale production of mineral ferti- 
ligers,. Amd it is the task of science to accelerate in every way the 
studies in the field of agriculture of the Siberian region for the pur- 
pose of providing a high level of effectiveness of the utilization of land 
resources, 

Vast attention is given in the "Sibir’” Program to forest management, to 
economic substantiation of the use, protection and reproduction of forest 
resources, It is planned to develop the bases of methods of 
recording them with the use of means of space technology. 

A special program is connected with ecology, Its aim consists in develop- 
ment of measures for protection of the environment in regions of in- 
tensive development of the extracting and processing sectors of industry 
amd construction, and intensive agriculture, Forecasts of changes in the 
environment, optimum utilization of lands and rational redistribution of 
water resources of individual regions of Siberia will be given on the 
basis of investigation of the natural regines. 

A whole series of programs for the developmeni and location of terri- 
torial-industrial complexes is being developed under the leadership of 
the Institute of Economics and Organization of Industrial Production. 
Its make-up also includes economic validation of the BAM, This is 
a very large-scale scientific study. Indeed the new main line is not 



simply just another new railroad. It is the backbone for bringing into 

the national economy a territory of one and a half million square kilometers. 
The activity of the Siberian scientists and economists will make a sub- 
stantial contribution to substantiation of decisions regarding the develop- 
ment both of the economy of the country ani of Siberia. It is this force 
which can raise decisively the effectiveness of the national econony. 
The group of problems on which the scientists anid economists are working 
is a broad one: the study of complex variants of economic relations, 
recommendations regarding management of territorial-production complexes, 
overcoming departmental st ivings and interests hindering proper develop- 

ment of the complexes. The errors which were made when setting them up 
have brought substantial detriment to the national economy: the social 
infrastructure is lagging behind the development of industry, we have not 
been able to provide the preparation of the social rear forces. The oil 
workers, for instance, live under conditions that are far from what they 
deserve according to their herok labor. Ami this lag, of course, must be 
overcome, utilizing those measures which are clearly pointed out in the 

resolution of the CPSU Central Committee on further improvement of the 
economic mechanism and the tasks of party and state agencies. An 
increase in the role of the soviets of people's deputies in economic con- 
struction, in development of the social infrastructure of the territorial- 
production complexes will have great significance, 

The “Sibir'” Program is a diverseani rich one. Who are its executors? 
They are scientists of the Siberian Departme”.c of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, the Siberian Department of VASKHNIL, the Siberian branch of the 
USSR Academy of Medical Sciences, about 200 scientific research planning 

and production organizations, and other departments. 

Successful fulfillment of this large-scale program depends to a decisive 
degree on the realization of the whole complex of measures determined by 

recent resolutions of the party and the government about further improve- 
ment of planning and managemert. Required, in particular, are new or- 
ganizational forms of coordination of the actions of all ministries and 
departments, as well as optimum combination of sector ani territorial 
management, which would exclude departmental separateness in the work of 

unprecedented scope. 
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SS ORMING-UNIT CATALYSTS AT NOVOGOR’KOVSK REFINERY ANALYZED 

Moscow NEFTEPERERABOTKA I NEFTEKHIMIYA in Russian No 6, Aug 79 pp 3-6 

[Article by L.P, Tarelkin, Ye.Ye, Kulia, P.V. Leont*yev, V. F. Kondrat'yev, 
R.N. Shapiro, ¥.B, Maryshev and G.N, Maslyanskiy, VNlineftekhia: 
"Experience in Operating the ICh-35-11/600 Reforming Unit of the Novo- 
Gor*kovsk O11 Refinery Using AP-64 and KR-104 — 8 

| Text | The L0h-35-11/600 unit operated on the AP-64 catalyst for two years. 
For the first nine months the circulation of hydrogenous gas in the 
reforming block was carried out according to a temporary Sheme by the 
piston compressors of other reforming units with ti.e expenditure of gas 
at about 80 percent of the planned level. Later a centrifugal compressor 
was included in the operation, r hitches in its operation, 
anal gous to those set forth An 1), led to frequent shutdowns, 

The lowered circulation and unstable operation of the centrifugal com 
pressor with the requirement of producing on the unit a reformate with the 
highest possible octane number led to relatively rapid deactivation of 
catalyst AP-64 and to a significant rise in the terperature in the 
reactors (table 1). 

The length of the first inter-regeneration cycle came to 5.5 months, and 
the next five cycles were 2-4 months long. 

The rapid deactivation of the AP-64 catalyst was connected also with the 
unsatisfactory technology of its oxidizing regeneration. 

It should be noted that all three reactors of the reforming block of the 
unit under review have radial input of raw material. 

Regeneration of the catalyst was performed by two piston compressors of 
low productivity with the expenditure of regeneration gases not exceeding 

4“) percent of the planned level (200 n?(NTP)/n? of catalyst per hour 

against 500 n>(NTP)/m? according to the plan). 
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Table 1. Operation Parameters of the Unit Using the AP-64 Catalyst 
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Key: 

a. Parameters 
b. Inter-regeneration cycles 
c. Length of cycle, days 
d. Specific productivity of catalyst at end of cycle, t/ke 
e. Space velocity, hr 
f. Octane number of refornate, m,n. [ motor method | 
@. Reactor inlet temperature, C 
h. Beginning of cycle 
l. End of cycle 
5. Concentration of hydrogen, % by voluse 

The low velocity of the gases had an especially unvavorable effect on the 
conditions of regeneration of the catalyst in the stage III reactor, where 
the velocity of the gases at the layer inlet is 2.5-fold lower than in 
the stage I reactor. 

Upon unloading the spent AP-64 catalyst it was ascertained that more than 
half of the volume of the charge of stage III was a mass mide up of 
the granules of the catalyst, cemented together by carbon deposits. It 
is very probable that the formation of this slab of the caked catalyst 
occurred gradually over the whole two years of operation of the unit using 
the AP-G4 and, consequently, a significant part of the catalyst of stage 
III practically did not operate, shich can explain the very high 
temperatures at the reactor inlet (515-530°C) ami the weak effect of the 
regenerations. 

In the process of operation of the unit a number of measures was carried 
out for increasing the operating reliability of the electrical systems 
and interlocks of the centrifugal compressor. A pipeline was installed 
for supplying hydrogen-containing gas to the LCh-35-11/600 hydrorefining 



unit from other reforming units, which made it possible to increase the 
ratio of hydrogen to raw material at this unit and to have it start up 

irdependently. Installed were system for drying inert gas ami the removal 
from it of carbon dioxide (by monocethanolamine) and fuel components 
(oxidation on hopcalite). 

Introduction of the measures indicated made it possible to improve 
significantly the operating conditions of the installation and to convert 
the reforming unit to the KR-104 polymetallic catalyst. 

Directly distilled gasoline with the following average characteristics 
is processed on the units 

20 
density ? + 2 0.7% 
fractional composition, “Cs 

initial boiling point 98 
10% boils out at 108 
530% boils out at 121 
90% boils out at 148 
final boiling point 17% 

hydrocarbon composition, weight % 
from feed 

aromatic 9 
naphthenic xp 
paraffin-base 61 

content of sulfur before hydrofining, 

ng/ ke 1590-250 

The experience of two years of operation of the unit has shown that gn 
the hydrorefining unit with the pressure in the reactor at 3 kgf/cn’, 

a temperature of 350-370°C, a space velocity of 5 ne”? and passage on 
a bypass of the balance excess of the hydrogen of reforming, stable 
removal of sulfur from the raw material is attained up « a residual 
content of less than 1 mg/ke. 

The indicated clroumstance has made it possible to convert the biock of 
the reforming unit to the KR-104 catalyst without refurbishing the hydro- 
refining block, At the same time as the catalys® was replaced in the 
hydrofining reactor the reforming block was charged with a fresh 
aluminumcobalt-molytienum catalyst. 

The assembly for stripping the hydrogenate also operated completely > 
satisfactorily on the unit (pressure in the stripping column 14 kgf/cn“, 

temperatvre at the bottom 2u0°c, temperature at the top 190°C, reflux 
ratio about 20 percent of the expenditure of raw mterial on the unit), 
insuring low moisture content in the reaction zone and not requiring 



Table 2. Operation of the LCh-35-11/600 Unit on the KR-104 Catalyst 
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Keys 
L. Parameters 
2. Cycle of operation 
3. Length of cycle, days 
4, Specific productivity of catalyst at end of period, tons /kg 
5. Space velocity, hr 
6. Octane number of reformate, m.m. 
7. Inlet temperature, C . 
8, Rise in temperature, C/month 
9. Concentration of hydrogen in hydrogenous gas, % by volume 

10. Lowering of concentration of hydrogen in hydrogen-containing 
gas, % by volume per month — 

ll. Moisture content of hydrogenous gas, ppm 

refurbishing. The dryers with zeolites both during operation with the 
AP-64 and later during operation with the KR-104 were switched into the 
— — system only periodically, during start-up of the reforming 

ock, 

During the changeover to the polymetallic catalyst the basic techno- 
logical parameters on the reforming block,were not changed, and the 
pressure in the reactors was 28-30 kgf/cn“, 
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Unit’s Operating Parameters with KR-104 Catalyst 

1. Temperature, °c 
2. Concentration of Ho» % by volume 
3. Octane number, m.m,. e 
4, Overall temperature,drop, C 

5. Space velocity, hr 
6. Repair 
7. Specific productivity of catalyst, tons/kg 

KR-104 catalyst are considered in work Reduction of the KR-104 
catalyst was performed with a processed rogenous reforming gas with a 
hydzogen content of 88-93 percent by volume, and before feeding the 

raw material at 400°C, the catalyst was pre-sulfided with the dosage of 
sulfur at 0.05 percent of the weight of the catalyst. 

Questions of preparation and start-up 1 p analogous unit using the 
2). 
hyd 



The operating parameters of the unit using the KR-104 catalyst during 
the full between-regeneration cycle, the length of which was 15 month: - 
are shown in the figure and in table 2, During the indicated time, equip- 
ment repair was performed twice on the unit, and in this case the 

reforming block remained umer hydrogen pressure. 

The accurate operation of the block for preliminary hydrorefining of 

ra¥ material and stripping of the hydrogenate, and daily control over the 
content of sulfur in the hydrogenate insured the high active level of 
the KR-104 catalyst, which made it possible markedly to mise the level 
of the octane numbers. Acccrding to average monthly data the quality of the 
reformate produced changed as followss 

AP-64 = KR-104 

limits of fluctuations of octane number, 

motor method 74.6-84.9  83.3-85.3 
average octane number 82.3 84.6 
distribution of reformate produced 

accomiing to octane number, % 
below 78,0 13 = 
78.1-80.0 4 -- 
80 .1-82.0 4 -- 
82.1-8.0 48 28 
above 8,1 3x” 72 

In 15 months of operation 850,000 tons of raw material was processed on the 
unit with an average productivity of 2,070 tons per day. The reforming 
reactor inlet temperature was kept either the same or with a reduction 
toward stage III, The catalyst was not chlorinated during the reaction 
cycle, 

The KR-104 catalyst showed good stability during the regime of producing 
the reformate with an octane number of 84-85, During the 7 months be- 
tween the first and second repairs (see table 2,_second cycle, with the 
space velocity on the reforming block at 1.5 hrs ~ the av reactor 
inlet temperature was raised only by 2 °C (from 505 to 507°C). The con- 
centration of hydrogen during this same period was reduced from 75 to 71 
percent by volume, 

A certaining worsening of the indicators in the third cycle (see table 2) 
is connected, besides with the natural deactivation of the catalyst, with 
the losses of chlorine (start-up after repair) and individual malfunctions 
in the operation of the hydrorefining block, 

Thus, the operating experience of the LCh-35-11/600 unit of the Novo- 
Gor'kovsk 011 Refinery showed the high activity and stability of the 
KR-104 catalyst under the conditions of extended operation with a 
stringent regime, 



The operating experience revealed the need for careful control over the 
conditions of oxidation regeneration of the reforming catalyst in reactors 
with radial input and the inadmissibility of performing this operation 
with a low gas recycle ratio, 
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NOVO-UFIMSK REFINERY USING CATALYTIC REFORMING UNITS 

Moscow NEFTEPERERABOTKA I NEFTEKHIMIYA in Russian No 8, Aug 79 pp 6-7 

[ Article by A.F. Makhov, N.P. Smirnov, R.Yu. Safin, V.M. Shekunov, 
K.N, Mamayeva, and A.S. Obukhiv, Novo-Ufimsk 011 Refinery: “Assimilation 

of Large-capacity Catalytic Reforming Units at Novo-Ufimsk 011 Refinery" |] 

[Text] An increase in the technico-economic indicators of modern oil 
refineries greatly depends on successful assimilation of catalytic re- 
forming processes and attainment of the planned capacities in the set 
periods, 

The first large combined installation for catalytic reforming of gasoline 
amd hydrorefining of diesel fuel was put into operation at the Novo-Ufinsk 
Oil Refinery in 1970. A description of the set-up the results of 
operation of this unit have been reported earlier [1 ° 

The combined unit for reforming and hydrorefining operated from the 
beginning of the start-up for more than seven years on one charge of the 
catalyst. During this period there were eight regenerations with subse- 
quent promotion and oxidation-chlorination of the RZh-302 platinum 
catalyst. Processed was the raw material of about 100 m’/kg of catalyst. 

The output of reformate with an octane number of 93-95 r.m. [ research 
method | exceeded the planned 74 weight-percent on feed and at the present 
time is 78.5 weight-percent on feed. The high stability of operation of 
the reforming catalyst was partially attained owing to introduction of 
the technology of promoting at the Novo-Ufimsk 011 Refinery. 

For a long time the limiting factor in the operation of the combined 
reforming unit was the stoppage by coke deposits of the raw material heat- 
exchangers on the block for preliminary hydrorefining of the raw material, 
In this case the operating cycle of the unit was a maximum of 5 months, 



The refinery specialists did a great deal of work to provide quality 
raw material for the reforming unit. A system of three-stage water flushing 
amd a settling period in successively connected reservoirs with pontoons 
Was introduced, then the system of locking the benzines on AVT [ atmospheric- 
vacuum pipe still] units was eliminated. However, introduction of these 
measures did not exclude failure of the heat-exchange apparatus and the 
heating furnaces due to products of polymerization, Worked out on the 
basis of careful research by the authors was a method making it possible 
to prevent the failure of the raw-material heat exchangers due to coke 
deposits, The economic benefit from introduction of this measure at one 
unit came to over 100,000 rubles per year. 

Used for the first time at the refinery was a new polymetallic reforming 
catalyst of the KR-104 type for refining a toluene-xylene fraction at 
90-120 °C under a pressure of 15-17 technical atmospheres, The results of 
operation of the KR type catalyst have been reported in 2]. 

The first charge of the KR-104 catalyst is in its fifth year of operation. 
The experience in operation of the catalyst has shown that the basic and 
determining factor of its successful operation is careful preparation of 
the unit for going into a normal regime after each regeneration and 
compulsory one-shot oxychlorination,. 

In the course of the work optimal parameters of the regime were studied 
and developed, and a method of conducting activation of the KR-104A 
polymetallic catalyst was developed jointly with VNIIneftekhin, 

A large-capacity L-35-11 catalytic reforming units operating on the 
KR-104A catalyst at a pressure of up to 25 kg/cm”, was put into operation 
at the end of 1976 at the Novo-Ufimsk 011 Refinery. In order to lower the 
temperature further it is necessary to renovate the unit. The charge of the 
catalyst in the reactor is 80 tons with a 1:21:17 ratio by stages of the 
reaction. 

A number of design shortcomings was discovered in the course of start-up 
and operation of the unit. Considering the operating experience of the 
reforming block of the combined unit, in order to eliminate the short- 
comings in the operation of the 1-35-11 unit the following measures 
were carried outs 

The system of effluents with safety valves was rebuilt from an open 
system to a closed one with a flare; 

A scheme of raw material circulation was installed insuring accurate 
starting of the unit in the regime; 

The interlock system of the unit was changed significantly, and so on, 

In addition, as shown by the experience in operating the large-capacity 
L-35-11 unit, the basic assembly holding back achievement of the planned 



parameters regarding quantity of treated raw material was the P-3/3 furnace 
of the third stage of reforming. Thus, with the productivity of the unit 
with respect to raw material equal to 8&0 percent of the planned figure, the 
temperature of the flue gases coming out of the radiation chamber was more 
than 850°C. Analysis of the operation of the system of the unit's heating 
assembly showed that the inadequate heat removal occurs due to the low 
linear velocities of the products in the coil of the P-3/3 furuace, coming 
to 17 meters per second. Corresponding reconstruction of the furnace coil 
Was proposed amd performed with the aim of increasing the linear velocity 
and insuring normal heat transfer through the coils of the pipes. As a 
result of reconstruction of the third stage furnace, the planned 
parameters for productivity of the unit and quality of the reformate were 
attained: 

Temperature in reaction zone, by stages, °c, 

I 305 
Il 510 

111 500 
Temperature drop by stages, Cs 

I 55 
II * 

111 

Octane number of reformate, r.m. 93-95 
Output of reformate, weight % on feed 78.5 

In accordance with the demands regarding operation of the new polymetallic 
Catalyst in the initial period of start-up of the unit the catalyst was 
presulfided with a hydrogenous gas (2-6 weight percent on feed of hydrogen 
sulfide) in order to increase the stability of operation, and after re- 
reconstruction of the unit the catalyst underwent oxychlorination., 
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PROGRESS IN CONSTRUCTION OF CHEMICAL PLANTS IN UKRAINE DESCRIBED 

Kiev PRAVDA UKRAINY in Russian 19 Sep 79 p 2 

[Article by A. Shazhko, acting chief of Glavkhimneftestroy [main administration 
of chemical and petrochemical plant construction], UkSSR Ministry of Heavy Con- 

struction: “New Method, Old Blemishes”] 

[Text] Chemistry and petrochemistry are a powerful creative force. Without 
them normal operation of the national economy would be unthinkable today. The 
party and government are devoting immense attention to the development of these 
sectors. In the current five-year plan alone, this republic has constructed and 
put into operation the first stage of a plant for primary oil refining in 
Lisichansk, a complex for ammonia production in Severodonetsk and one for the 
production of sulfuric acid in Gorlovka. Since the beginning of this year, three 
ammonia production complexes with a total capacity of 1,350 thousand tons a year 
have been put into operation in Dneprodzerzhinsk and Gorlovka, a plant for sheet 
polystyrene at Dneprodzerzhinsk, a plant for continuous glass fiber in Severo- 

donetsk and a plant for industrial carbon in Stakhanov. 

These facilities were built on the basis of organizational and technical measures 
which included work schedules, monthly breakdowns of the construction and instal- 
lation plan, plans for physical amounts of construction and labor consumption, 
labor requirements reports, and schedules for deliveries of precast reinforced 
concrete and metal structural members, piping, rails and equipment. 

In 1974 the Severodonetsk Azot association introduced a large-size unit for ammo- 

nia production. There, the unit-by-unit method of managing the construction of 
a large industrial complex was used for the first time on such a project. This 
method, as well as the engineering approaches called for in the organizational 
“nd technical plan, enabled the general contractor Severodonetskkhimstroy trust 
and the Promkhimstroy trust to complete their installations in 30 months as conm- 
pared with a norm of 36 months. 

The Severodonetskkhimstroy trust initially prepared the construction site at 
the level of the base of the footings for the fcundation of the main production 
buildings and facilities. Refilling with soil was carried out in two stages: 
first to the level marks for construction of the engineering mains, and then to 
the level marks for landscaping. This made it possible to decrease the time 
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required for preparation of the construction site and to provide reliable 

conditions for the installation organizations. 

The Promkhimmontazh trust in turn decreased the time it needed by large-scale 
advance assembly of equipment and collection of skilled pipeline fitters and 

electric welders. 

It took the builders and installers 36 months to obtain the first product at 

the ammonia complex in the Gorlovka Stirol association and 35 months to do the 
same at the corresponding complex in the Dneprodzerzhinsk Azot production asso- 

clation. They were considerably aided in this by a new method of work organ- 

ization and the use of the unit-by-unit method of managing construction in inmi- 
tation of the approach at Severodonetsk, which was made a model. Generally the 

reorganization is supported by the newest technical facilities. 

In a relatively short period after construction of the ammonium coxplex at 

Severodonetsk, self-propelled cranes with a capacity of 100 tons and mechanisms 
for installing the large-sized, heavy (200 or more tons) equipment made their 

appearance at the sites. 

However, the organizational and technical plans would have been more effective 

if it were not frequently necessary to correct them because of errors and mis- 
calculations by the planning organizations. For example, the initial estimated 
value of construction and installation work on the Severodonetsk ammonia con- 
plex had to be increased from 20.4 to 27.7 million rubles, or by 35 percent. 
The cost of construction of the ammonia complex at Dneprodzerzhinsk increased 
from 26.3 to 32.8 million rubles through the fault of the Dneprodzerzhinsk 
branch of GIAP [State Research and Planning Institute of the Nitrogen Industry 
and Synthetics]. 

In planning the facilities for producing ethylene at the Lisichansk petroleum 
refinery, the VNIIPneftekhim [all-union scientific research and planning 
institute of petrochemistry] planning organization neglected whole facilities: 
the nitrogen-oxygen station, a gas pipeline, backup energy supplies and the 
like. Everything had to be corrected later, of course. And this meant tin and 
breaks in the rhythm. The bringing in of labor and material-technical resources 

to carry out additional, unplanned work disrupted the introduction of other 
capabilities, and through no fault of their own the builders lost their economic 
incentives. 

There is another dark side to this new style of work. In developing the organ- 
izational and technical plans, the installation organizations were guided by 
daily output in determining labor requirements. But analysis shows that in order 

to perform the monthly quantity of work in construction of chemical and petro- 
chemical complexes, the UkSSR Ministry of Installation and Special Construction 
[Minmontazhspetstroy] had to bring in considerably more workers than had been 
called for. It is clear that the labor intensity of installation of the pipe- 
lines and welding of the joints was estimated poorly. For one ammonia complex 
required about 3 kilometers of pipeline and 53,000 welds, and the carbamide 
com lex required 1,972 welds on stainless steel pipeline and 780 high-pressure 



joints. Ultimately the monthly average productivity per worker on the ammonia 

complexes in Gorlovka and Dneprodzerzhinsk was 620 rubles, even though the plans 
called for more than a thousand rubles. The carbamide complex in the Gorlovka 
Stirol association used 960 workers from the same ministry in July and the 

output per worker was scarcely 615 rubles. 

This September it is planned to start up the primary refining complex at the 

Lisichansk petroleum refinery. There are a total of 960 process lines here and 
it would seem that not much work would remain, but because of delays in welding 
the joints there has so far been time to test and turn over for insulation only 
120 lines. In its total plan performance in Severodonetsk, Minmontazhspetstroy 
UkSSR has turned over only 25 of 116 pipeline circuits of the acetic acid cos- 
plex (also a priority facility scheduled for September) for insulation. The 
cause here is the welding. 

Almost all workers of the Promkhimmontazh trust have been concentrated on these 
complexes, even though according to the organizational and technical plans the 

trust was to be putting other facilities included in the plan into operation. 
It appears that the requirement for workers will in the future have to be deter- 
mined by the labor intensity of the work or by actual production. At this time 
Minmontazhspetstroy UkSSR Must provide the priority facilities with workers in 

short order. Of 28 chemical and petrochemical industry facilities scheduled to 
go into operation by the end of 1979, the ministry is behind schedule on 19. 

The phthalic anhydride complex to be built on the basis of compensation agree- 
ments in the Rubezhansk Krasitel’ production association, the sodium carbonate 
complex at the Lisichansk soda plant, the catalytic reforming complex at the 
Lisichansk oil refinery, the facility for purification of the steam-water mixture 
at the Severodonetsk Stekloplastik production association and other facilities 
have not yet been supplied with installers, pipeline fitters and electrical and 
gas welders. This is in turn is holding up the electrical installers, insulators, 

control and measuring instrument installers and ventilation technicians. 

UkSSR Minmontazhspetsstroy is giving its assurances that these facilities will 
put together by specialists after conclusion of work on the primary petroleum 
refining complex. But this will be only et the end of the year, since the 
readiness level of installation and special construction work there is extremely 
low. 

The fate of this year's priority complexes depends to a considerable degree on 
the republic's Minmontazhspetstroy. One of its main tasks today is that of 

skillful management of manpower and material resources and of stimulating its 
personnel by the torch of competition. 
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REORGANIZATION FOR WHITE SPIRIT PRODUCTION AT VOLGOGRAD 

Moscow IZVESTIYA in Russian 21 Sep 79 p 1 

[Article by IZVESTIYA correspondent A. Chemonin: "Faster and Cheaper Than 

Planned” |] 

[Text] The Volgograd petroleum refinery has mastered the production of a new 
product: a special solvent which will make possible an increase in the country's 
output of paints and varnishes. 

At the beginning of this line, a fire roars in a powerful furnace, heating gaso- 
line. And at the end of the circuit they obtain a clear liquid: a solvent which 

tomorrow will be sent to other enterprises in special tanks. 

This solvent (called “white spirit”) is essential for the manufacture of paints 

and varnishes. The amount of construction is increasing in this country, and 
there is a growing need for this material. Especially large quantities are now 
required in Moscow, which is preparing for the 1980 Olympics. The Muscovites 
have requested the Volgograd petroleum refiners to find a way to increase output 

of this important product. The way has now been found. 

V. Yegorov, chief engineer of the Volgograd petroleum refinery, told us: “Our 
chief production engineer L. Podlesnaya, deputy chief of the technical depart- 
ment V. Denisov and shop chiefs A. Atamakin and A. Makhrov vere soon discussing 
an interesting idea (Vladislav Dmitiryevich did not include his own name among 
those of the efficiency improvers even though he was one of the originators of 
this valuable proposal). The essence of the proposal was that by reorganizing 
an existing facility for secondary distillation of gasoline it could be used in 

a new capacity, for the production of white spirit.” 

And that is what they did. They fitted up the facility with three additional 
air-cooled condensors and installed the necessary automation equipment. This 

work cost the state 200,000 rubles, a tenth of what was called for in the ori- 
ginal plan. 

The main thing was that the valuable product was obtained in short order without 

long testing and adjustment, and the specified output was achieved smoothly. 
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Ordinarily such a facility would have undergone prolonged adjusting and tuning 

up, because the process is not a simple one and requires repeated testing. 

The reason for the success is that the entire collective of the third shop, 

where the new facility has gone into operation, took a responsible attitude 

toward the assignment, and all the workers, technicians and production engineers 

involved themselves in the work to the utmost degree. This was a conscious 
contribution by the shop collective and the entire plant to the labor five- 

year plan. 

The flame produces a bass rumble in the depths of the installation. The oper- 

ators caretully watch the needles and signal lights of their instruments. And 

white spirit, a new product of the Volgograd petroleum refiners, keeps flowing. 
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BRIEFS 

UNDERGROUND FUEL STORAGE--Polyarnyy. The specialists of the Polyarnyy Ore 
Enrichment Combine have completely stopped building above-ground aiesel fuel 

storage tanks. Worked-out mines are being used instead of huge metal tanks. 
The reequipping of such a “tank” in tie permafrost zone cost the minors of 
Chukotka a fifth as much as construction of an ordinary storage tank of the 
same capacity. [Text] [Vil'nyus SOVETSKA LITVA in Russian 4 Aug 79 p 1) 8480 

GAS PIPELINE EXPANDED--Khar'kov. Construction of a large section of an addi- 
tional “line” on the existing Shebelinka-Izmail gas pipeline has been finished 
in this oblast. Almost half of the current 660-kilometer course is operational. 

[Text] [Kiev PRAVDA UKRAINY in Russian 19 Sep 79 p 2] 8480 

ESTONIAN GAS PIPELINES--Tallinn. The circle of main gas pipelines in Estonia 
has been closed. This last “link” was “he underground section between Tartu 
and Rakvere, whose coistruction has been completed. Now vesidential buildings 
and industrial enterprises in Tallinn wi)l be supplied with natural gas arriving 
from the RSFSR, the Ukraine and other union republics. This has completely 
replaced synthetic fuel produced from shales by the Slanteekhim association. 
The latter will be used ~nly for the production of chemical products. [Text] 
[Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAY4 INDUSTRIYA in Russian 7? sep 79 p 1] 8480 

TYUMEN' GAS PRODUCTION--The Tyumengazpro. association has reached a record level 
in its output of “blue fuel." Every day it is now sending 30 million cubic meters 
cf gas to its consumers in the Urals and the center of the country. This is the 
first time in the entire history of development of the Siberian fields that such 
a result has been achieved. The increasing pace of fuel extraction results from 
accelerated commissioning of new capacities at UVrengoy, Medvezh'ye and Vyngapur. 
This year the Tyumen’ workers will provide the national economy with about 115 
billion cubic meters of gas. [Text] [Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in 
Russian 7 Sep 79 p 1] 8480 

WALKING EXCAVATOR--Natarovo (Krasnoyarskiy Kray). A walking excavator with a 
100 cubic meter bucke: has achieved its planned productivity during commercial 
testing in the Nazarovo coal opencut. This equipment will be in operation in 
the coal extraction enterprises of the Kansk-Achinsk fuel and energy complex 
which is being developed in Krasnoyarskiy Kray. The coal which is extracted 
here by the cheap opencut method will “feed” a constellation of large thermal 
power stations. [Text] [Moscow TRUD in Russian 24 Aug 79 p 1] 8480 
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CAS PIPELINE--Khanlar (Azerbaijan SSR). Here in the mountain 

satiees of Azat, a gas pipeline is being extended under difficult — 

Work is continuing through the rejources of the sovkhoz imeni — J 

distribution station and a village pipeline network ere being built at J 

same time. Two other new main pipelines are also being built in the republic. 

[Text] [Moscow PRAVDA in Russian 14 Sep 79 p 1] 8480 

— 

RURAL GAS SUPPLI--Dzhantul. Remodeling of a gas distribution station has 
been completed in the Drhanbuloblgaz Association. Now special vehicles 
have begun to supply gas more rapidly to the auls, villages ani 
herding pasture’. Gas has firmly become a part of rural life. It is 
used by 930,000 homes of kolkhozniks, sovkhoz workers and the rural 
intelligentsia. The blue flames of gas burners make it easier to pre- 
pare food in every fourth shepherd's dwelling. [ Text] [ Moscow PRAVDA 
in Russian 26 Sep 79 p 3) 10908 

BUZOV "YAZOVSKOYE DEPOSIT--Ufa. Put into operation ahead of schedule was 
a new ofl deposit, the Buzov’yazovskoye. “he first wells have been switched 
in to the ofl arteries. Since the beginning of the five-year plan Bashkiria 
deposits have given the couptry 147 million tons of ofl] and 4 billion cu- 
bic meters of gas. (Text! [Moscow TRUD in Russian 8 Sep 79 p 1] 10908 

TRANSPORTING COAL--Torez (Donetskaya Oblast’). The country's first 
pneumocontainer road for transporting coal hasbegun operation at the 
Turesskaya Concentrating Mill. Yesterday the 10,000th ton of coal was 
deli vered for concentrating from a neighboring mine along this 1.5-kilo- 
meter route. The new type of transport does not require fuel and reduces 
the expenditure of electric power. 5 ng as the motive force for it 
is gir, = by a ventilator. Front! (theese TRUD in Russian 6 Sep 79 
pi; 1 

GAS LINE CONSTRUCTION--Yesterday the “red junction” was welded on the second 
thase of the Perm’-Kazan'-Gor'kiy gas pipeline. This honorable operation, 
symbolizing the completion of the work, was performed on the 782nd kilo- 
meter of the main line by one of its best builders, the brigade leader 
of the welders of the Mosgazprovoistroy Trust, M, Yakimov. The new artery 
opens additional routes for supplying gas orf a v am other 
deposits in Siberia to the center of the country. Text oe 
PRAVDA in Russian 30 Sep 79 p 2) 10908 

BAYRAM-ALI GAS FIELD--Mary. The BayramAli field, the youngest in the 
Shatlykgazdobych Praluction Association, has been brought to ite planned 
capacity ahead of schedule. Utilising the technological equipment with 
high productivity, its collective is stably fulfilling the assignnent. 
This year the BayramAli field workers will produce 4 billion cubic meters 
of fuel. P acsttn thas fivoper ahen. [fentl Lisscss SEA 
operational during this five-year plan. (Text Moscow EKONOMICHESKAYA 
GAZETA in Russian No 37, Sep 79 p 4) 10908 



ESTONIA GAS LINES--Tallin. The ring of Estonia’s trunk gas pipelines 

has come full circle. Its last “link” was the underground line between 

Tartu and Rekvere, construction of which was completed by the builders. 

Now apartment buildings and industrial enterprises of Tallin are fed 

by natural gas coming from the Russian Federation, the Ukraine and other 

union republics. It has fully supplanted the use of fuel produced from 

shale in the Slantsekhim Association. [Text] [Moscow EKONOMICHESKAY/ 

CAZETA in Russian No 38, Sep 79 p 15] 1090 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR DRILLING--Baku. A mathematical model developed 
by Azerbaijan scientists has become a unique compass for oil workers. 
The model makes it possible to forecast the direction of drilling of 
a cluster of inclinei wells from one point. The overall economic benefit 
from introduction of the innovation at oil fields of just Glavtyumenneftegaz 
has exceeded a million rubles. “However it is not just the great material 
advantages promised by introduction of the work, which we performed jointly 
with colleagues from the Siberian Scientific ResearchInstitute of the 
Oil Industry,” states M. Gulizade, academician of the Academy of Sciences 

ef the Azerbaijan SSR. “The new method sharply reduces the negative 
action of industrial treatments of fuel on environment--bodies of 
water, arable lands, and forests.” [Text] [ Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA 
INDUSTRIYA in Russian 8 Sep 79 p 2] 10908 
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